
What makes your extension unique ?
Since Integration is our strength, after investigating Google Integration we are able to develop Google Map List and Store Locator with the following unique 
features.

1. Product inventory
Allowing admins to assign all the products that are available at a custom store to its database and show this store on the Product detail page. Therefore, 
when customers check a product, they are able to see a list of the stores that still have it. 

 

 

Another amazing benefit of this feature is that when customers select any stores in the Product detail page, a pop-up modal with Google map will appears. 
If customers have already turned on GPS while selecting a store, this modal will immediately show them a map with the directions from where the 
customers are to the selected store. This can also works when customers click any place on that map; the directions from where they clicked will appears 
right away. On the other hand, if the GPS isn't supported on customers’ devices, they still can see the exact location of the store on map.  

 



 

 

2. Multiple maps
Allowing store admins to configure multiple maps that can be displayed on the frontend. Each map can be assigned with custom locations and markers 
that best fit their needs. 



 

 

3. Smart direction finding method
Customers are able to find directions from and to any places directly on the map.  And since our extension allows customers to locate their locations with 
GPS, customers can easily find the best direction from where they are to any stores or other places. 

 



           

4. Markers
 Customers are able to locate any places on the map with a marker and delete that marker by clicking the right-click. They are also able to hide and show 
or delete all the markers of places that are being located by clicking a button on frontend.

 

5. View Popular Location Details And Smart Searching Box
The customer can view more details, image about the locations that provider by Google Map if they want.

The searching box can search all the common places with a keyword and show them on the map. For example, if customers want to find all restaurants in 
current map, they can simply type the word "restaurant" in the search area, and the map will show all restaurants near their current locations. 
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